Attorney-Client Privilege in the Cloud

Cloud storage has grown in popularity over recent years, and storage is generally a third-party, off-site, Internet-accessible data store for computer files. An advantage of cloud storage is that individuals and firms can pay for only the amount of storage actually used, and can purchase additional storage without having to purchase additional hardware (such as hard drives). Further, cloud storage services may provide additional features such as data redundancy, security (e.g., file encryption), and file sharing.

One example of a cloud storage service is Dropbox, which synchronizes files among a user’s multiple devices such as computers and smartphones (while also storing those files online for access via a web browser). For example, when a user saves a word-processing document, that document is automatically uploaded to Dropbox’s servers and is then propagated to all of the user’s other devices. Further, Dropbox stores a new version of the document each time it is saved and uploaded, thereby allowing a user to quickly and easily recover previous versions of the document. Additionally, Dropbox can propagate updated documents to devices of multiple users (such as friends and coworkers), and allows those other users to also upload a modified copy of the document for propagation. Other cloud storage services, such as Apple’s iDisk, Google Docs, and Windows Live Mesh, provide similar functionalities.

However, cloud storage services present concerns that would not otherwise be present if individuals and organizations stored data locally—concerns such as the ability of third parties to access sensitive data. For example, a corporate competitor might attempt to use a subpoena to force a cloud storage service to disclose sensitive files.

Any such access to attorney-client privileged data could waive the privilege. This article investigates the risk of disclosure of cloud-stored attorney-client privileged information to third parties, and concludes that the risk of disclosure is low, such that the use of cloud storage services is unlikely to result in a waiver of attorney-client privilege.

Law of Attorney-Client Privilege

An exact formulation of the elements that must be present to assert attorney-client privilege over a communication is jurisdiction-dependent, varying based on the governing case law. However, the general rule is that the attorney-client privilege applies to (1) any communication (2) made between privileged persons (such as the client and attorney) (3) in confidence (4) for the purpose of obtaining or providing legal assistance for the client. Accordingly, the attorney-client privilege may apply to, for example, emails requesting legal advice, invention disclosure forms, emails from an inventor regarding an invention, and draft patent applications.

Generally, the attorney-client privilege is waived if the client or attorney provides the communication to a third party. However, exceptions exist, for example, for agents of either the client or attorney.
who facilitate communication and for agents of the attorney who facilitate the representation. Yet, for either exception to apply, the client or attorney communicating the privileged information must reasonably believe that no third parties other than the agent will learn the contents of the communication.

Third-Party Access to Attorney-Client Privileged Files Stored in the Cloud

Cloud storage services do present some risk of inadvertent disclosure of attorney-client privileged information to third parties. However, this risk is small.

Security

Nearly all cloud storage services employ security measures to prevent unauthorized access to data. For example, Dropbox employs various security measures to prevent disclosure of information to hackers. All information stored on Dropbox’s servers is encrypted using “the same encryption standard used by banks to secure customer data.” Dropbox also encrypts all data transmissions to and from their servers “using 256-bit SSL (Secure Sockets Layer) encryption, the standard for secure Internet network connections.” Moreover, Dropbox uses “military grade perimeter control berms, video surveillance, and professional security staff to keep their data centers physically secure.”

On the other hand, Dropbox and most other cloud storage services do not implement advanced security measures such as two-factor authentication. Since data stored by Dropbox is encrypted using only a password, hackers need only obtain a user’s password to have complete access to that user’s files. Because Internet users often use the same username and password for multiple services (such as Facebook, Google, and Amazon), hackers often only need to obtain a password for one of these services, perhaps by targeting the least-secure service. Further, hackers may use “social engineering” to obtain a password, perhaps by emailing an unsuspecting user and posing as a system administrator asking for a password to provide a free upgrade to the service. Since many websites allow a user to reset a password using information such as a birthday or birthplace, hackers may be able to reset a user’s password by obtaining this information via a social network such as Facebook. Advanced security measures not currently offered by Dropbox could prevent these exploits.

However, these security issues are not unique to Dropbox or cloud storage services generally. In a recent survey, only 15 percent of law firms employed two-factor authentication for Microsoft Outlook web access. The other 85 percent offered the same password security that Dropbox offers. Therefore, the same methods for obtaining a user’s Dropbox password would apply equally to obtaining the user’s Outlook password. Yet law firms trust and rely upon password security to protect attorney-client privileged information.
Further, according to the same survey, only 10 percent of law firms automatically encrypted outgoing emails. In contrast, Dropbox provides automatic end-to-end encryption for file transfers. By these measures, cloud storage services provide stronger security measures than those currently provided by many law firms.

Therefore, the security measures adopted by Dropbox (and other cloud storage services) will generally preserve the attorney-client privilege of files stored on Dropbox servers. Law firms would not adopt these measures unless they reasonably believed that no third parties would learn the contents of the communication (a belief that is necessary for the attorney-client privilege to apply). The security measures provided by cloud storage services are at least as secure as, if not more than, those provided by law firms. For example, Google (which provides Google Docs and Gmail) offers two-factor authentication, an advanced security measure offered by few law firms. Therefore, a client or attorney could reasonably believe that no third party would learn the contents of files stored on Dropbox or another cloud storage service.

**e-Discovery**

Another concern regarding cloud storage services is the potential for corporate competitors to obtain attorney-client privileged files from those cloud storage services via a subpoena. Such a subpoena may allow (and indeed require) the cloud storage service to turn over such sensitive information.

For example, Dropbox's privacy policy explicitly allows Dropbox to turn over files and information in response to a subpoena. Moreover, before turning those files over in response to a subpoena, Dropbox will decrypt the encrypted files. Dropbox is able to decrypt the files because it also stores the information necessary to decrypt that information.

However, because only the party that holds the attorney-client privilege (i.e., the client) may waive the privilege, subpoenas to cloud storage services should not pose a threat of waiver. Indeed, courts have held that the attorney-client privilege is not waived, even if third parties obtain the privileged information via a subpoena, so long as the communicating party reasonably believed that the information was safe from access by third parties. In fact, some parties have been sanctioned for attempting to subpoena information known to be protected by the attorney-client privilege. Further, assuming that attorneys are complying with their obligation to disclose relevant, non-privileged documents during discovery, the volume of non-privileged documents that may be relied upon during litigation should be the same regardless of whether the documents are obtained via a cloud storage service (e.g., Dropbox) or via the production of documents possessed by the client or attorney.

Therefore, the storage of attorney-client privileged files on cloud storage services presents little risk of waiving that privilege. At a minimum, such storage presents little (if any) additional risk of waiver as compared to storing files locally on a hard drive.
Conclusion

Dropbox and other cloud storage services present little (if any) additional risk of disclosure to third parties than do other methods of communicating or storing information, and may present even less of a risk than other methods of communication. For example, in contrast to Dropbox’s policy of not inspecting user information, FedEx’s policy explicitly provides that they “may, at our sole discretion, open and inspect any shipment without notice.” Such unfettered access to attorney-client privileged information by FedEx could arguably negate a reasonable belief by a client or attorney that such information is inaccessible by third parties. In any case, clients and attorneys can safely store files, including attorney-client privileged files, using cloud storage services, without fear that the privilege will be waived, so long as the client and attorney reasonably believe that no other third parties will be able to access the files.
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